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E X P L O R I N G  V O D U N  P R I E S T E S S E S

Peace Babes. This week’s installment of blogs is getting juicy, huh? How ya’ll be? I’m havin myself an incredible 
time decoding my life by exploring what I was trained to be afraid of. Myself. 
 
The more I explore the Orisha, the more I find out about myself. I’m soooo the sharing is caring type ��. Therefore, I
am taking notes on this incredibly fascinating topic, publishing my words and exploring my thoughts in waking life. 
New Age Science describes this term as ludic living and low-key feels like you're consciously living a dream. My 
research is about to dive deep into priesthood. It’s only right you and I discuss 3 key points. Remember, it’s not 
important to agree. The focus is more about exchanging info itself. Not the projection of how this information will 
be received, per se. Angela, Greek for heavenly messenger. Once I release the message, it’s up to you to know 
what to do with the information. Mmk, let’s explore. 
Priestess 
 
Mawu is the 1st daughter of Mother Creator, Nana Buluku and the 1st daughter of a matriarchal lineage of a family 
collective. She leads ceremonies specific to the clan. Including marriages, baptisms and funerals. She’s 1 of the 
important members of a community. Leading women of a village, while her family rules over the kingdom. Taking 
part in running of markets, their upkeep and organizing. The marketplace focuses on gathering and social centers 
within the community. When men would go away to war, Queen Mothers would lead prayer ceremonies that all 
women attended daily to ensure the safe return of their men. The highest priestess is chosen by the Oracle and 
could come at any moment of their lives. They join their Tribe and peruse spiritual instruction. The Oracle predicts 
the future, High preist/priestess creating a successful system via their Tribe. Establishing a covenant. Initially, only 
blood relatives were invited to these kinds of ceremonies. Strangers were forbidden. These days, the rules have 
changed. New rules allow non family members to enter “the 1st circle of worship”. However, strangers are allowed 
to worship the spirits of standard pantheon only.  
 
Where is Vodun Practiced? 
About 1.6 M people follow Vodun in Benin. 41.5% of that population refer to themselves as Christian. Many of the 
population descending from the freed Brazilian slaves, who settled on the coast near Ouiduah includes the Toga 
people, who have about 2.5 M followers. The Ewe of Ghana hosts about 1M Voudu followers. 20M practitioners' 
dwell in Ghana. While about 38% of Ghanaians practice traditional religion and about 14M Nigerians practice 
Vodou.  
 
 



Vodun, Europeans and Western America 
Hella European colonies have attempted to suppress Vodun and other traditional spiritual practices. Since Vodun deities are born 
to each clan/Tribe/nation, their life missions are centric to maintaining moral, social and political order. With a heavy focus on 
ancestral foundation. Many of the high preist/priestess born in our current era (Age of Aquarius), lack the full comprehension of 
the ancestor's journey. However, the evidence is made clear via the blood. Literally. This connection is to assist us with keeping 
up with our soul mission. There’s an annual International Vodun Conference in Ouidah (since 1991). Look forward to Twerk N 
Tone Intenational destination trips, beginning in 2020. 
 
There are secrets related to who we authentically are, hidden in the Earth, itself. Many American melanin-rich people are tracing 
their bloodline. The information of their blog addresses the original religion/spiritual practices before anyone was broken away 
from their families and shipped God knows where. This information can feel heavy. As the blood literally remembers this truth, 
where the brain may not. Travel is the perfect resource for healing bloodline trauma. I have decided to personally use my travel 
professional super power to plan hella retreats. The 1st trip is Mt. Shasta, tentatively in late September 2019. Imagine the healin 
mountains (also known as the largest unpolished crystals of the land), the hosts volcanos, water falls, forests and more paired 
with a small group of people just as focused on healing their soul as you are. Lemme just say, I can see some major Tribal 
unification happening during our our trips. This retreat will accommodate less than 20 people, vegan chef preparing fresh food 
daily, workshops, healing ceremonies, meditation guidance, spiritual stone massages and more. None of these services are free, 
nor cheap. So, the prices of these adventures will reflect. However, I’m a Mama, so you know I love a good deal. Stay tuned for 
the details. Thank you for the support. 
 
We are currently in the thick of Lionsgate energy. Resulting in many personal awakenings. Our virtual forum, the Ascension 
Group is the perfect place to not only gather information and interact with me. But unify with your Tribe as well, and more. Click 
the link and enroll today: 
https://www.hellomynameisangela.com/product-page/virtual-ascension-club 
Did you enjoy this blog? Wonderful. A wonderful way to contribute is to donate to our PayPal 
Acct:https://paypal.me/TwerkNToneInc?locale.x=en_US          And/or   
CashApp: $TwerkNTone.   
If donating isn’t ideal, help us spread the knowledge by sharing this article with your circle. Allowing us all to awaken, in our own 
peaceful, unique ways. 
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